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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE metaconverse method proposed in [1, Sec. III.E-III.G] has been successfully applied to prove impossibility results in problems of point-to-point channel coding [1] , communication with feedback [2] , energy-efficient transmission [3] , generalized to lossy source compression [4] , multiple-access communication [5] , quantum-assisted coding [6] , and several other problems [7] - [9] . Most of these applications employed a particular variation of the general method-a minimax converse. The focus of this paper is to provide general results on and techniques for exact evaluation of the minimax converse bound.
Exact evaluation is important from several viewpoints. First, in the domain of finite blocklength analysis, it is preferable to isolate provably optimal bounds so that time-consuming numerical evaluations are carried out only for them. Since the minimax converse dominates a number of other results [10, Sec. 2.7.3], its evaluation becomes crucial. Second, theoretically it is required to understand what (multiletter) input distribution optimizes the converse bound. This problem is emphasized by information-spectrum converse bounds, such as the one by Verdú and Han [11] , in which it is not clear whether even for a memoryless channel one may restrict optimization to memoryless input distributions. In this paper, this is positively resolved for symmetric channels. Satisfyingly, we find out that the optimal (multiletter) input distribution coincides with (power of) the capacity achieving one. Next, for the characterization of the third (logarithmic) term in the expansion of the maximum achievable rate (see [7] and [10, Sec. 3.4.5] ), a common technique of reduction to constant-composition subcodes results in loose estimates of the third term. Thus, for this question, knowledge of the optimal input distribution in the minimax converse is also crucial.
Consider an abstract channel coding problem, that is a random transformation defined by a pair of measurable spaces of inputs and outputs and a conditional probability measure . Let be a positive integer and
An code, the random transformation , is a pair of (possibly randomized) maps (the encoder) and (the decoder), satisfying
In practical applications, we take and to be -fold Cartesian products of alphabets and , and a channel to be a sequence of random transformations [11] . In this paper, however, it is preferable not to assume that and have any structure such as a Cartesian product.
Given a pair of distributions and on common measurable space , a randomized test between those two distributions is defined by a random transformation where 0 indicates that the test chooses . In the Neyman-Pearson (non-Bayesian) formulation to a pair of and , we associate the fundamental region of the unit square defined as (3) 0018-9448/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE Clearly, is closed convex, contains the diagonal, and is fixed by the symmetry , see [12, Sec. 3.2 and Fig. 3 .1]. The lower boundary of is denoted by
where the minimum is over all probability distributions satisfying (6) The minimum in (5) is guaranteed to be achieved by the Neyman-Pearson lemma. In other words, gives the minimum probability of error under hypothesis if the probability of error under hypothesis is not larger than . Because of the mentioned symmetry and closedness, knowledge of is enough to reconstruct the entire and, moreover, is a convex continuous function on . This is illustrated in Fig. 1 . 1 In [1] , it was shown that a number of classical converse bounds, including Fano's inequality, Shannon-Gallager-Berlekamp, Wolfowitz strong converse, and Verdú-Han information spectrum converse, can be obtained in a unified manner as a consequence of the metaconverse theorem [1, Th. 26] . One of such consequences is the following minimax converse [1] .
Theorem 1 (Minimax Converse):
Every code for the random transformation satisfies 1 Note that some authors prefer to carry meaning of the probability of error, while denotes the probability of success. The resulting region, however, is the same: e.g., cf., Fig. 1 with [12, Fig. 3 .1].
In particular (7) where ranges over all input distributions on , ranges over all output distributions on , and denotes the joint distribution on (8) In this paper, we discuss the problem of exact computation of the minimax problem in (7). This is unlike the majority of applications of Theorem 1 (for example, those discussed previously), in which one selects a convenient and then proves a lower bound on independent of . In essence, such an argument invokes a looser bound (10) evaluated at only one (9) (10)
Our primary goal is to develop tools to evaluate the optimizing , , and the values in (9)-(10), instead of relying on a "lucky guess" of a good . The paper is structured as follows: 1) Section II-A shows that the inner optimization in (9) is equivalent to solving a composite hypothesis testing problem. This is a simple consequence of the Wald-LeCam theory of completeness of Bayes rules in minimax decision problems [13] , [14] . 2) Optimal composite tests correspond exactly to nonsignaling-assisted (NSA) codes, thereby explaining the mysterious result of W. Matthews [6] that NSA codes achieve the minimax metaconverse bound (9) with equality (see Section II-B). 3) Next, we proceed to studying general properties of the function It is shown that this function is convex (see Section III-A), continuous in the topology of total variation (see Section III-B), and under regularity assumptions, weakly continuous (see Section III-C). It is also shown that functions of appearing in the right-hand sides of (9) and (10) are convex. 4) The bound (10) is simplified by replacing the domain of the inner optimization with the elements of (instead of measures on ) and taking the convex hull (see Section IV). 5) For compact (in particular, finite) , a simple consequence of the convexity-continuity results in Section III and Fan's minimax theorem [15] is the saddle point property for (11) In Section V, the result is extended to noncompact . Thus, under regularity conditions, the bounds (9) and (10) are equal.
6) Next, we discuss how the general concept of channel symmetry can be defined and how it simplifies calculation of the optimal and (see Section VI-A). 7) Classes of symmetric channels and their inter-relations are discussed in Section VI-B. 8) The saddle point is computed for the binary symmetric channel (BSC) in Section VI-C, for the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel in Section VI-F, and for the binary erasure channel (BEC) in Section VI-D. Interestingly, for the latter, we discover that the optimal is not a product distribution despite the channel being memoryless. 9) For discrete memoryless channels (DMC), the bound (9) exponentially coincides with the sphere-packing bound of Shannon et al. [16] . This resolves the conjecture of Poor-Verdú [17] regarding the tightness of their bound on the error exponents (see Section VI-E). 10) Discussion and general remarks conclude the paper (see Section VII). As suggested by the title, our exposition focuses on deriving the saddle point result (11) in Section V. One reason we emphasize this result among others is that we see it as a nonasymptotic analog of the classical characterization of channel capacity (12) (13) In fact, this analogy is to be expected as for memoryless channels Stein's lemma shows that Notation and Assumptions: Throughout this paper, we assume that there exists a -finite measure such that the kernel is given by (14) for some measurable function and that all singletons and are measurable subsets of and . Criteria for satisfying condition (14) are discussed in [12, Sec. A.4] . We also denote by the set of all finite-signed (countably additive) measures on , the subset of positive measures, and by the set of all probability measures. Absolute continuity of measure with respect to is denoted as , and we write for the case when and . We specify distributions of random variables as , e.g., defines to be standard Gaussian.
II. COMPOSITE HYPOTHESIS TESTING PROBLEM
Fix a distribution and a random transformation and consider a (simple versus composite) hypothesis testing problem (15) (16) that is under , the pair can be distributed according to with an arbitrary . Following the minimax formulation to each randomized test , we associate a pair of numbers (17) (18) where we adopted an intuitive notation (19) (20) Analogous to (3), we define the fundamental region associated with this hypothesis testing problem as and its lower boundary (21) To describe region , first notice that it clearly contains the diagonal , which corresponds to trivial tests . Next, for an arbitrary test , we may consider which demonstrates that contains a line segment connecting any of its points to a point . Hence, does not have "holes" (formally, has diagonal as its strong deformation retract) and it suffices to describe its upper and lower boundaries.
In this paper, we will only be concerned with the lower boundary of , described by (21 (21) is attained and we obtain a simplified characterization (27) (28) where the minimum is over all nonnegative functions satisfying (29) Correspondingly, contains its lower boundary, and function is convex and continuous on .
A. Relation to Minimax Converse
Composite hypothesis testing region can be used to bound performance of error-correcting codes as follows: (15) and (16) . Thus, belongs to and must satisfy (30) .
Immediately, from the definition, we notice that Thus, Theorem 3 is at least as strong as Theorem 1. It turns out that the two are equivalent. Proof: In fact, (31) simply expresses the classical fact in statistical decision theory that an optimal minimax rule can be arbitrarily well approximated in the class of Bayes decision rules. Indeed, according to (28) , among the decision rules constrained by (29), one seeks the one minimizing the worst case risk. Notice, however by linearity of the risk function in taking a prior on the set of 's is equivalent to choosing a prior concentrated at a single point (the average). Hence, the left-hand side of (31) is just the worst case Bayes risk.
When the space of values of is finite, the set of distributions is compact. Thus, computation of the minimax tradeoff is facilitated by the existence of the least favorable prior , cf., [12, Sec. 3.8] . To satisfy the regularity conditions in the general case, we first show that just like in (26) it is sufficient to restrict attention to in the right-hand side of (31 [15] applied to (28) .
B. Relation to NSA Codes
Since for any test we have (22) , it makes sense to consider the following.
Definition 1:
A randomized test is said to be -balanced if the function is constant.
Remark: For deterministic tests , -balancedness means that the slices of the critical region have equal measure. It can be seen that because of (22), every nonbalanced test can be modified (by increasing some of the ) to a -balanced one without changing the (32) and without decreasing . This proves the following.
Theorem 5:
In the computation of , one may restrict optimization to -balanced tests only
As explained in [6, Sec. III] (see (36) in particular), every and a -balanced can be converted into a so-called NSA code for the channel with number of codewords equal to the reciprocal of (32) and the probability of successful decoding equal to . Thus, we see that the maximal number of codewords in an NSA code decodable with (average) probability of error satisfies (34) On the other hand, it is easy to show that the minimax converse (7) also applies to the NSA codes. Overall, taking supremum over all in (34) and applying Theorem 4, we get
For the case of finite and , this result was shown in [6] by indirect arguments relying on the duality in linear programming.
Here, however, we see that NSA codes are simply equivalent to -balanced composite tests, which by virtue of Theorem 4 are in turn equivalent to solving the original minimax converse (7).
III. CONVEXITY AND CONTINUITY PROPERTIES OF

A. Convexity in
Each of the regions is convex. However, the union of such regions need not be convex, unless there is a special relationship between the sets. In this section, we show that the latter is indeed the case. The following is a key new ingredient of this paper. Thus, we have shown which establishes convexity of (37).
From the general properties of convex functions, we obtain the following.
Corollary 7:
Let be a family of random transformations and be a convex set of probability measures on . Then (43) (44) are convex.
We can restate the results in terms of the unions and intersections of the regions as follows. (45) is convex. Moreover, for any family of random transformations , the set (46) is convex. Proof: By the symmetry , it is sufficient to prove convexity of the union of the upper extended regions which is precisely the epigraph of , see [19] . Next, notice that the set is in fact a projection of the epigraph of the convex function (Theorem 6) defined on onto the first and third coordinates. The projection being linear must preserve the convexity.
Convexity of (46) follows from the fact that the convexifying test (38) did not in fact depend on the kernel .
For the purpose of this paper, the following application of Theorems 6 and 8 is important.
Theorem 9:
The set (47) is convex. Consequently (48) is a convex function on . Proof: Convexity of (47) is established by (46). By Theorem 4, the function in (48) is a lower boundary of the closure of (47), which must be convex.
B. Continuity in : General Input Space
We next consider the continuity properties of as a function of . 
where denotes the total variation distance and -the joint probability distribution on defined as in (8) Then, by taking supremum over in the obvious inequality we prove the analog of (53) and (54) for
The statement follows by the continuity of .
Note that on a finite-dimensional simplex, there is only one topology that is compatible with the linear structure. Thus, no matter how weak we choose the topology on the space of probability measures, we have the following.
Corollary 11:
On every finite-dimensional simplex of probability distributions on , the functions (49) and (50) are continuous (in the trace of any topology compatible with the linear structure).
Remark: Or, equivalently, the map is continuous on . Note that every convex and locally upper bounded function is continuous on the interior of its domain. Thus, since , one may naturally wonder whether it is possible to show continuity of from the convexity. It turns out that this approach will not work for the subtle reason that the interior of is empty whenever is infinite. In fact, in the vector space , even the algebraic interior of a larger is empty. To see this, consider any measure . If is purely atomic with finitely many atoms, then since , there is a singleton and a -measure on it such that for any . Otherwise, in the space , there exists an unbounded integrable function , e.g., [18, Th. 2.3.19] , and hence setting we again conclude for any . Thus, unlike the finite-dimensional case, every positive (in particular, proba-bility) measure is a boundary point in any topology on the space of measures. That is why it is not generally possible to derive continuity on by a simple convexity and local boundedness argument, and we had to give an explicit argument for Theorem 10. Furthermore, in Section IV, we show an example of the weak discontinuity in .
C. Continuity in : Topological Input Space
Our next goal will be to extend continuity of on to weaker topologies. One possible choice would be to investigate the topology of pointwise convergence on all measurable sets, known as strong topology or -topology, cf., [20] . In this topology, if
for any measurable set . The advantage of this definition is that it does not put any topological assumptions on the input space itself. There are, however, several disadvantages. First, requirement (59), although much weaker than , is still very strong. For example, the sequence of shrinking Gaussians does not converge to , a Dirac delta at zero. The second problem is that typically the majority of -open sets does not belong to the -algebra generated by (60) where is a measurable subset of and -an open subset of 3 . The importance of is that then a measurable map is precisely equivalent to defining a random transformation . Thus, since , we cannot even guarantee that a -continuous function induces a measurable map
on .
To resolve these problems, we consider a much weaker notion of convergence, whose definition requires that the input space itself be topological. The weak (or, more properly, weak-) topology on is defined as the weakest topology under which the maps are continuous for any continuous bounded . In the case when is Polish, the Borel -algebra of this topology coincides with -algebra and . Is (49) a continuous function in the weak topology? The answer is negative:
Example (Weak-Discontinuity of ): Let , -arbitrary space with three probability distributions , and on it. Then, consider 3 A simple argument shows that in the case when is Polish, the -topology has cardinality at least while . 
where (68) follows from the fact that the supremum must be achieved by any which defines a line touching the graph of at (i.e., is a subgradient of at ), and (69) 
IV. MAXIMIN CONVERSE
In this section, we demonstrate that computation of the inner optimization in the maximin version (10) can be significantly simplified. By Theorem 8, we know that is a convex set. It turns out that its extremal points correspond to the extremal measures on . Proof: First, notice that (74) follows from (73) since the functions that appear on both sides of (74) are the lower boundaries of the closures of the corresponding sets in (73 
where we adopted the notation (19) and (20) . Thus, the test proves that belongs to with
V. SADDLE POINT
The function is clearly concave in and was shown to be convex in by Theorem 6. Thus, it is natural to expect that the and in (9) and (10), respectively, are interchangeable. In this section, we prove this under various assumptions.
A. Compact
If the spaces and are finite, then the infima and suprema in (9)-(10) are achievable and we have by the minimax theorem and continuity of (Corollary 11) (81) i.e., the function has a saddle point found by solving the outer optimizations in (81).
We next extend this result to a slightly more general setting. (102) where (95) is by definition, (96) is by (31), (97) is by (28) , (98) is by merging the two optimizations, (100) is by a minimax theorem of Fan [15] , (101) 
where (103) is by definition of in (93), (104) is by the general interchanging of and , (105) and (106) are by the same argument as in (100)-(102).
Thus, (94) will follow once we show that the and in (102) and (106) ). Topological assumptions on imply that it is a normal space, and thus (Urysohn lemma), any finite measure on is regular. Consequently, is a convex subset of reg , which is closed in the topology of total variation but in general is not weak-closed. The weak-closure of is the set of all positive measures not exceeding 1 in total variation which is weak-compact by Banach-Alaoglu theorem.
We now argue that the extension of the domain from to in (102) and (106) Thus, by the minimax theorem of Fan [15] , we get completing the proof of (94).
Finally, (91) follows from (90) by the symmetry of the regions.
VI. COMPUTING SADDLE POINT
Computing the distributions achieving the saddle point (81) is in general a hard problem. It can be significantly simplified if the random transformation possesses some symmetries. In this section, we define such symmetries and demonstrate how they help in computing the value of the minimax problem. Since the action on splits into actions on and , we will abuse notation slightly and write For the cases of infinite and , we need to impose certain additional regularity conditions.
A. General Symmetry Considerations
Definition 4:
A symmetry group is called regular if it possesses a left-invariant Haar probability measure such that the group action (110) is measurable.
Note that under the regularity assumption, the action (110) Proof: All statements are proved by a straightforward application of (115). For example, to show (118), it is sufficient to verify The main result of this section is the following:
Theorem 20: Let be a regular group of symmetries of . Then, the infima and suprema in both (9) and (10) can be restricted to -invariant distributions, namely (124) (125) Moreover, whenever and are such, the optimal test achieving can be chosen to be constant on the orbits of -action on . Similarly, whenever is -invariant, there exists an optimal -balanced -invariant test achieving .
Remark: For example, in DMC, can be chosen to be the symmetric group, in which case, the orbits on are the joint types and the optimization problem becomes simpler, see (129) is constant on the orbits of . Therefore, by invoking convexity of (Theorem 6) and applying the Jensen inequality, we obtain where is the Haar measure on , is the distribution of when and . Since obviously is -invariant, (126) follows. Similarly, one shows (127), (128), and analogous claims for (10) .
Unfortunately, the proofs as above (with exception of that for (128)) contain a subtle gap: it is not known whether defined by (129) is measurable on . Notice that because of the remark (61), Theorem 10 does not help. Fortunately, it is not hard to find an explicit proof for these claims without invoking Jensen's inequality.
For example, we show (126), which is equivalent to (Theorem 4)
where for the remainder of the proof, we omit the second argument of . Indeed, assume to the contrary that there is such that (148) where (142) is by (22) , (143) is by (136), (144) is by (132), (145) is by a change of variable formula, (146) is possible since we show next that the function under the integration over is measurable (in fact, constant), (147) follows since is a bijection, and (148) is by the assumption that achieves . Hence, (148) implies (130), and therefore, (131) cannot hold.
The measurability assumptions in the proofs of (127) and the analogous claims for (10) can be worked around in a similar fashion.
B. Symmetric Channels
As Theorem 20 shows, the larger the -orbits in (or ) are, the easier the solution of the saddle-point problem (81) becomes. The extreme cases deserve a special definition.
Definition 5:
The random transformation is called input symmetric (output symmetric) if there exists a regular group of symmetries acting transitively on .
Theorem 21:
If the channel is input symmetric (resp. output symmetric), then the saddle point in (81) is achieved by the uniform (resp. ). Proof: We will show that under the assumptions, there is only one -invariant distribution, which may be defined via (113) or (114) starting from an arbitrary or . Indeed, consider the case of input symmetry and assume there are two -invariant input distributions and . Let and let , be the -densities of . The -invariance of , , and , equivalently, states that for any bounded 
where in (151), we applied -invariance property (149) of for . Since (151) holds for all , we conclude for -almost all and all . Since acts transitively on , we conclude that is a constant, indeed a unity and hence .
We mention relations of these definitions to other concepts of symmetry which have previously appeared in the literature. We restrict the following discussion to the case of finite and , and thus, is just a stochastic matrix, or a DMC . 1) is a group-noise channel if is a group and acts by composing with a noise variable where is a group operation and is independent of . 2) is called Dobrushin symmetric if every row of is a permutation of the first one and every column of is a permutation of the first one; see [22] . We demonstrate some of the relationship between these various notions of symmetry.
1) Note that it is an easy consequence of the definitions that any input-symmetric (resp. output-symmetric) channel's has all rows (resp. columns)-permutations of the first row (resp. column). Hence, (152) 2) Group-noise channels satisfy all other definitions of symmetry
3) Since Gallager symmetry implies that all rows are permutations of the first one, while output symmetry implies the same statement for columns, we have 4) Clearly, not every Dobrushin-symmetric channel is square. One may wonder, however, whether every square Dobrushin channel is a group-noise channel. This is not so. Indeed, according to [24] , the latin squares that are Cayley tables are precisely the ones in which composition of two rows (as permutations) gives another row. An example of the latin square which is not a Cayley table is the following:
Thus, by multiplying this matrix by , we obtain a counterexample
In fact, this channel is not even input symmetric. Indeed, suppose there is such that (on ). Then, applying (116) with , we figure out that on , the action of must be But then, we have which by a simple inspection does not match any of the rows in (155). Thus, (117) It is easy to see that the element that acts by adding on and by on forms a channel symmetry . This collection can be completed to form a group (under composition (109)) by adding elements that act trivially on and permute such that Thus, we see that symmetry of [25] is a special case of input symmetry, when the action of is addition in the abelian group . A pictorial representation of these relationships between the notions of symmetry is given schematically in Fig. 2 .
C. BSC
Recall that the of blocklength and crossover probability has the binary input and output alphabets, , and transition probabilities (158) where denotes the Hamming weight of the binary vector . Consider the group generated by symmetries of two kinds 1) translation by
2) permutation by -a group of all bijections
It is easy to see that group acts transitively on both and , and thus, by Theorem 21, we have the following. 
Remark: The resulting minimax channel coding converse coincides with the classical sphere-packing bound, e.g., [1, Th. 35] .
D. BEC
Recall that for blocklength and erasure probability is defined as follows: the input alphabet , the output alphabet , and the transition probabilities are Remark: A simple inspection reveals that the resulting channel coding converse bound implied by (7) and (169) 
E. General DMC
In the previous section, we have seen an example that the optimal distribution may not be a product distribution. For an arbitrary DMC, by the action of the permutation group and Theorem 20, one may restrict attention to exchangeable distributions and . In this section, we demonstrate, however, that it is safe to further restrict to a product distributions at least as far as the error-exponent asymptotic is concerned.
We follow the notation of [26] , in particular , , where , and the random transformation is where is a fixed stochastic matrix. The spherepacking exponent at rate is defined as where ranges over all distributions on and over all stochastic matrices , see [26, Ch. 10] . Denote by the smallest satisfying the minimax converse (7) (179) Remark: Since at low rates the sphere-packing bound on the error exponent is known to be nontight [16] , and since the Poor-Verdú bound [17] is a consequence of (7), see [10, Sec. 2.7.3], Theorem 24 settles in the negative conjecture about the tightness of the Poor-Verdú bound on the error exponent [17] . For the BEC, this has been shown previously in [27] .
Proof: First, we show (180) for a suitably chosen , . The proof of (180) shows that the sphere-packing error exponent can be derived from the minimax converse by taking to be a product distribution, cf., [10, Sec. 2.7.3] . Then, it is sufficient to show that where we restricted to product distributions , and corresponds to the optimal distribution in (179).
Since the symmetric group is a natural symmetry group for a DMC of blocklength , then according to Theorem 20,  is a convex combination
where ranges over all -types on and is a distribution uniform on the th type. If decomposition (183) consists of a single nonzero term, then (181) (even with ) implies (182) by a standard argument [28] . In general, since the number of different types is bounded by , there is with , and thus, the general case follows from the following self-evident result. , there exist zero-error constant list-size codes implying we have in (187) and the right-hand side of (186).
F. AWGN Channel
The AWGN channel is given by and , and acts by adding a white Gaussian noise
where is the isotropic standard normal vector. We impose an equal-power constraint on the codebook: each codeword must satisfy
By a standard argument, this power constraint can be assumed without loss of generality, e.g., [1, Lemma 39].
Regardless of the location of the codewords on the power sphere, it is clear that the optimal (maximum likelihood) decoder operates on the basis of only. Thus, we may replace with an equivalent random transformation (191) where the input and the output are elements of , an -dimensional sphere embedded canonically into . A regular group of symmetries can be taken to be -the special orthogonal group, which acts in a standard manner on both the input and the output . Since this action is transitive, Theorem 21 implies that for the equivalent channel (191), the saddle point is achieved by the uniform distributions on the sphere. The resulting minimax converse bound is precisely the Shannon's cone packing [30] .
VII. DISCUSSION
We conclude with several observations regarding the results we have obtained.
First, we have shown that the optimization over the input distributions in the minimax converse, Theorem 1, is a convex problem which is further simplified by the channel symmetries present in many practical communication channels. Thus, not only does the minimax converse strengthen known information-spectrum bounds, see [10, Sec. 2.7.3], but it also simplifies the calculation. In particular, we have demonstrated that for symmetric channels, one may restrict attention to memoryless input distributions (in both the information-spectrum bounds or the minimax converse). For general memoryless channels, one may restrict to exchangeable distributions.
Second, in all of the examples considered in the paper, the optimal input distribution turned out to coincide with the distribution yielding (e.g., via random coding) the best known achievability bounds. Therefore, one naturally expects that in cases where the saddle-point input distribution is nonproduct, we may hope to improve nonasymptotic achievability bounds by considering nonproduct input distributions.
Third, the example of BEC (see Section VI-D) demonstrated that the saddle-point output distribution may be nonproduct. Interestingly, BEC is one of a few examples of channels with zero in the logarithmic term in the expansion, cf., [1] (192) where is the maximal cardinality of the code of blocklength and error probability , is the channel capacity, and -the channel dispersion. Note that the behavior of for product distributions is given by, e.g., [10, eq. (2.71)], (193) implying that an upper bound obtained from (10) cannot yield a zero term whenever is a product distribution. However, since we have shown that the exact minimax converse for BEC coincides with the (BEC-specific) converse used in [1] to show (192), we conclude that Theorem 1 may still be used to show tight estimates for the term even in case when this term is and that in such cases, the optimal is necessarily nonproduct. For more on the term in expansions (192), we refer to [10, Sec. 3.4.5] and [7] .
Overall, we conclude that studying the saddle point (81) provides interesting new insights regarding the structure and performance of optimal channel codes.
